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Swachh Bharat Abhiyan

  elhi Public School, GayaD  has always believed 

in "Cleanliness is next to Godliness". Our 

students       have always been engaged in 

activities which make them learn the importance and 

advantages of cleanliness. Recently, our students along 

with their parents participated in various cleanliness drive 

activities. In order to promulgate awareness regarding 

cleanliness among the children under the banner of Swachh 

Bharat Abhiyan, Delhi Public School, Gaya has organized 

different activities for the students of Pre-Nursery to Class-

V. In adherence with the present situation of pandemic the 

activities worked as reminders to the students of the 

measures which are need of the hour. Sanitation is the prime 

necessity nowadays and to spread this message, the 

students of Pre-Nursery and Nursery were engaged in the 

activity of hand washing with soap. The students of Prep 

and Class- I were involved in the activity of mask making to 

make them realise the importance of masks in today's 

situation and students of Classes-II and III were assigned 

the activity of cleaning their rooms. Students of classes IV 

and V were enthusiastically involved in paper dustbin 

making and writing remarkable slogans on it. Not only our 

students but their parents too enthusiastically participated 

in all the activities and vowed to keep our surroundings 

neat and clean.

Continuity of efforts must be central to achieve laurels in any eld. The 
most impressionable minds are entrusted to the schools in all 
geographies and we, as mentors, have to play the most consistent and 
constructive roles to mould the young clay take fabulous different 
shapes in the years to come. Creative expressions need a plethora of 
pedestals and our Newsletter, month after month provide that.                      
The sacred sanctum sanctorum is the home of all that happens in the 
periphery of DPS Gaya on a regular basis. Children feel free and happy 
to participate in various co-curricular and extra curricular activities 
conducted by the respective Houses and also the Inter - School ones and 
nd even more pleasure in reading their achievements, coming back to 
the same literary/intellectual home... our Newsletter.                                   
Hope to see you soon and wish all the very best to the entire team of 
Creative Thought Mongers.                     
Happy Reading.......                       

Satyendra  Kumar Mishra
PRINCIPAL

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK
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English Poem/Rhyme Competition

"If you open your heart and become like a child, you will always be blissful and content." This excellent 
experience of the aforementioned statement was encountered by all of us, as Delhi Public School, Gaya 
organised an English Poem/Rhyme Recitation Competition for classes Pre-Nursery to II on 14th & 15th 
February, 2022 to develop self-expression, condence and dramatic skills. The scholars recited on topics like 
self-love, nature, safety, life skills and many more. Poetry not only develops creativity amongst students but 
sharpens memory power and increases prociency in listening and speaking skills too. Principal, Mr. S. K. 
Mishra basked in the glow of sheer brilliance of these lovely participants. The event was pleasingly executed.
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English Extempore Competition

Delhi Public School, Gaya believes in pushing their students for betterment. In order to hone the students' skills 
and to keep them on their toes, an English Extempore Competition was organised on 14th & 15th February, 
2022 for the students of standards III to V in the school auditorium. The students were allowed 2 minutes time 
each to ponder over the prompts picked up by them. The onset of spring witnessed various talents blooming in 
front of a very cheerful audience. They spoke on various topics with unmatched elan and won praise from the 
judges and the audience alike. It was a tough choice for the judges to give their verdict but they nally chose 3 
students from each class as winners. Our respected Principal, Mr. Satyendra Kumar Mishra congratulated the 
winners for their praiseworthy performance and motivated them to shine brighter in the times to come.
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Parent Teacher Meeting

As the Offline classes have resumed after the pandemic, Delhi Public School, Gaya stretched its hands again to 
the methodical happening of the Parent Teacher Meetings to discuss the growth and progress of the students 
with their parents.
The second PTM for Std. III to XII was held on 19.02.2022. The growth and progress of the students was 
discussed and shared with their Parents. It was a great interaction between the teachers and the parents for the 
development of their children where they discussed both the strengths and areas of improvements. The academic 
progress of the students was discussed with their parents and their suggestions were noted.
The class teachers as well as the subject teachers shared their comprehensive feedback and parents expressed 
their gratication towards the institution in enhancing the personality of the students under the able guidance 
of the hon'ble PVC, Mr. Sanjeev Kumar and our respected Principal , Mr. Satyendra Kumar Mishra.
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SPELL BEE COMPETITION (CLASSES II - V)

“Spelling is important because it aids in reading. It helps cement the connection that is shared between sounds 
and letters.”
The Spell Bee Competition was conducted for classes II to V on 24th February, 2022 to give students a 
platform to learn spellings in different ways, enrich their vocabulary, learn concepts and develop the use of 
correct English. The competition was held over three rounds. The students participated in the competition with 
great zeal and enthusiasm.
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National Science Day

Focussing on the theme of National Science Day, 2022, i.e., Integrated Approach in Science and Technology for 
Sustainable Development, the students of classes VI - XII of Delhi Public School, Gaya put up a science 
exhibition under the supervision of the collective science faculty on Friday, February 27th 2022.
The exhibition allowed students to portray their creativity as they constructed accurate and effective models 
almost entirely of refused/waste materials. The entire campus was abuzz with energy and admiration. Besides 
the working models, supremely innovative ideas and research works were brought together by the students to 
enhance their interest in learning.
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�वावल�बनम्

vafdrk jFk 
¼d{kk&8 l½
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�कृितः

ih;w"k jkt  
¼d{kk&8 th½
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;s Hkh cgqr vthc gS

vkt bl 'kjhj ij ,d [kjksp vkrs gh th epy mBrk gS 

ogÈ ,d fnu ;gh 'kjhj ty dj jk[k gks tkrh gS vkSj ge pwa rd D;ksa ugÈ djrs\

b";kZ gS eq>s ml jsr ls tks e#LFky esa vej gS

gj pht+ dh ,d vk;q gS exj

vkt muds fu'kku ,d fpà cudj jg xbZÃ

bZ’oj ds djhc tkrh ;g csnkx :g

yksxksa ds erych ppks± esa 'kkfey gks tkrh gS

dh ;s vej vkRek LoxZ xbZ ;k udZ \

,d iy dh gh rks ckr gS

dgÈ ubZ ftnaxh rks dgÈ ubZ mEehnsa iuirh gS

le> ds ijs gS ;s nqfu;k

vkf[kj ogh vkalw [kq'kh vkSj xe nksuksa ds fy, dSlh fudy ldrh \

oks oknsa pys tkus dks ckn dkSu iwjk djsxk \

,d vulqy>h jgL; tks ekuo tkfr ds mRifÙk ls gh tkjh gS

vkf[kj ejus ds ckn D;k gksrk gS \

ekSr---

jkuh ¼d{kk&11 Mh½
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Is decoration more important or truth My views on the topic 
are in favour of truth. It is better to know the truth than 

sugarcoating the lie, by decorating it. Truth always Satises 
more than a lie wapped in decoration. If we know the truth 

and even if it is bitter we can still work on it and improve, but 
when we don't know what the truth is, how can one improve 
it. Lies never satisfy nor sugarcoating does. Sugarcoating may 
impress someone in for a shorter period of time but it doesn't 
help in the longer run. If we lie we have to remember our lie 
everytime whenever it comes, which gives rise to more and 
more lies and if we forget it,we ourselves get trapped it the 
web of our own lies but if we follow the truth,there is no 

burden on us to do so. So,it is always a better idea to speak the 
truth,lying always creates a mess for ourselves, we may not 
realise while doing it,but it is a web in which we may get 

trapped someday.

IS DECORATION MORE IMPORTANT OR TRUTH
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There was a sense of loss
There was unease

Wastelands lled with the dead
The pandemic made everyone suffer in it

But nothing is permanent in this world
Like the tree sheds leaves yet await the newbies on the stem

We overcame disparities with resilience
With digitisation awakening our unconscious lives

There is progress
We are living the new normal

And this normalcy is cause of Euphoria
A new ecstasy out of the pain and silence

THE NORMAL BENEATH PANDEMIC

Vanisha Sharma
(Class-XI-A2)

EDPEN

We are here again, as promised. With loads of new events and new writings. Hope, all of you are busy with 
the preparations for your Annual Examination. I must admit and admire your grit and determination to 
ensure excellence in whatever you attempt. Creative penning is of paramount importance for expression to 
form shape. Let me assure all the readers that the pages of this Newsletter would always be there to 
welcome and encourage all who wish to come forward to exercise their right to put perspectives in black 
and white. Meet you again in the next edition. Till then...
Let all jubilation be your soul's companion.

With best wishes and regards...

Pradip Banerjee
(PGT-English)


